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We used the InfraRed Imaging Spectrometer (IRIS) on the Anglo-
Australian Telescope to monitor the July 1994 impacts of Comet
Shoemaker–Levy 9 with Jupiter. Spectral image cubes were ob-
tained for the impacts of fragments C, D, G, K, R, and W. These
data provide time sequences of spatially resolved spectra in K-band
(1.98 to 2.40 µm), with a spectral resolution of 300 (λ/1λ) and a
spatial sampling of 0.6 arcsec/pixel. Fast-rate 2.35-µm filter pho-
tometry was used to monitor the impacts of fragments N and V. Our
imaging and spectral observations track the entire evolution of each
impact, from the time the fragment entered the jovian atmosphere,
until the impact site rotates into view. In this paper, we concentrate
on photometry and imaging results. We present photometrically
calibrated lightcurves for seven impacts, and an estimate of the
peak brightness for the V impact. Each event we observed, with
the exception of V, was first detected as a faint “precursor,” which
was followed 5–10 min later by a much brighter “main event.” Pre-
cursor flashes for fragments G and K were first recorded about 30
and 90 s before an impact event was detected by instruments on the
Galileo spacecraft. The precursor for the N impact was seen in our
data 4 s before detection by the Galileo SSI, but may have occurred
up to 30 s earlier due to gaps in our time sampling. The steady
initial brightening of the lightcurves for fragments G and K indi-
cates that these impacts may have been preceded by infalling dust.
A radiative transfer model was used to determine the minimum
vertical altitude at which the incoming meteor would have been

1 Current address: Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizon
1629 E. University Blvd., Tucson, AZ 85721.

directly visible to ground-based observers. The results indicate that
the first precursor is most likely due to detection of impacting dust
from each fragment’s coma, rather than a bolide produced by the
fragment itself. The onset of the main event and the first detection
of high-temperature CO occur at times that are not a function of
impactor energy. However, the time to reach peak brightness in the
NIR lightcurves is a strong function of impactor energy, with lowest
to highest energy impactors (N to K) taking from 2 to 8 min to reach
peak flux after the onset of the main event. Very different peak im-
pact brightnesses were found when comparing fragments from the
main comet train with fragments with similar preimpact bright-
nesses that had been observed to travel displaced from the main
train. These differences indicate compositional or structural differ-
ences between these two families of fragments. c© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: comets, SL9; Jupiter; impact processes; infrared ob-
servations; photometry.
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Between 15 and 22 July, 1994, more than 20 fragments
Comet Shoemaker–Levy 9 (SL9) collided with Jupiter. The
multiple collisions provided the first opportunity to obser
a major Solar System impact event with modern astrono
cal instruments. Although the impacts occurred on the far s
of Jupiter, just beyond the morning limb, observations of
event were made by almost every major ground-based telesc
the Hubble Space Telescope, and theGalileo spacecraft. To
monitor this event we used the InfraRed Imaging Spectrom
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(IRIS) on the 3.9-m Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT)
Siding Spring Observatory, near Coonabarabran, Australia. T
southern hemisphere site, and excellent observing condit
over 8 nights, allowed us to obtain data on the impacts of
comet fragments that had been labeled C, D, G, K, N, R, V,
W. This paper describes the observations and provides tim
and photometric lightcurves for the impact events. Discuss
of the fully calibrated spectral sequences, characteristics of
precursor spectra, and preliminary spectral modeling results
cluding identification of observed emitting species, can be fou
in Paper 2 (Meadowset al., 2001, in prep).

The SL9 fragments were all predicted to enter the atmosph
of Jupiter near 45◦ South latitude, about 8◦ beyond the morning
limb of Jupiter (Chodas and Yeomans 1994 (e-mail prediction
later published in Chodas and Yeomans 1996). Consequentl
impact points were not directly visible to Earth-based observ
(ground-based and HST). The viewing geometry was more
vorable for theGalileo spacecraft, which was on its way t
Jupiter and able to image the impact sites directly. Althoug
was not expected that ground-based and HST observers w
be able to see any of the impact phenomena directly, the pr
mity of the impact points to the morning limb meant that the fre
impact sites would rotate into Earth view in less than 20 m
However, ultimately both ground-based observers and the H
saw phenomena prior to, during, and after the impacts. Tim
and photometric information from various sources, includi
direct observations of the impacts by theGalileo spacecraft,
were combined to produce the following plausible scenario
the timeline of the impacts (see Chapman (1996) for a m
detailed description).

As a comet fragment’s coma and then its nucleus entered
upper jovian atmosphere, the atmosphere was heated, pro
ing a warm meteor trail. This trail was believed to be high
the atmosphere where it could be seen by ground-based n
infrared observers. Initially the ground-based detection of
faint SL9 impact meteor activity produced a great deal of co
fusion amongst the planetary observing community, as grou
based observers apparently “saw” the impact beyond the li
beforeGalileodetected it from its superior vantage point abo
the impact site. It was initially thought that this meteor or boli
phenomenon was detected by ground-based observers bu
not detected by theGalileospacecraft because of the larger co
lecting areas of ground-based telescopes and higher sensitiv
from ground-based instrumentation (Ortonet al. 1995, Martin
et al. 1995). However, Chapman argues that the single ev
detected by theGalileo instruments contained this bolide eve
as the first few seconds of the phenomenon (Chapman 19
Before its origin was known, this meteor activity was given t
name “first precursor.” Once the fragment entered the jovian
mosphere it reached a terminal altitude and exploded, sen
impact ejecta back up the incoming shock tube and out as
expanding plume of hot gas and particulates. The upper p

of the bolide trail may have also exploded to produce the upp
portion of the fireball (Bosloughet al.1994, 1995). The termi-
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nal explosion and ensuing initial fireball were observed by
Galileo spacecraft, and thermal emission from the expand
plume was observed at visible and near-infrared wavelen
by HST and ground-based telescopes once it had risen a
ficient distance above the jovian atmosphere. This expand
cooling plume phase was dubbed “the second precursor.” A
plume expanded and cooled, material rained back down
Jupiter, shocking the atmosphere and producing the brigh
of all the observed phenomena at infrared wavelengths, th
called “main event,” or “splash.” As the impact site rotated o
the Earth-facing hemisphere, the impact debris appeared
bright feature at near-infrared wavelengths, and a dark fea
at most visible wavelengths.

2. OBSERVATIONS

IRIS is a near-infrared camera/spectrometer with a 128× 128
HgCdTe (NICMOS2) detector. It can be used for direct imag
at wavelengths between 0.9 and 2.5µm, or for spatially re-
solved near-infrared slit spectroscopy of extended objects
Allen et al. (1993) for a detailed description of the instrumen
To monitor the SL9 impact events, IRIS was used prima
as an imaging spectrometer, and was configured to provide
tially resolved spectra with a spectral resolution ofλ/1λ ∼ 300,
and a spatial sampling of 0.6′′/pixel. Time resolved K-band
(1.98–2.4µm) image cubes were recorded during the impa
of fragments C, D, G, K, R, and W. Some H-band (1.4–1.8µm)
image cubes were also obtained during these impacts. Ima
photometry with a 2.34-µm filter was used to monitor the im
pacts of fragments N and V. We also acquired H- and K-b
spectral image cubes of the impact sites for up to 10 h each
during the week of the impacts.

The spectral image cubes were compiled by scanning the
scope across the jovian disk perpendicular to the 60′′ × 1′′ slit,
while recording spectra at slit positions separated by 0.6 arc
The slit was aligned with the jovian equator. The telescope
programmed to scan from south to north, and then from nor
south across the jovian disk. Spatial information was recor
along both the slit length and drift direction, producing a
dimensional image, while simultaneously recording a spect
for each pixel in the image. These data can be organized to
duce a 3D cube with two spatial dimensions and one spectra
mension (Fig. 1). With a 1.5-s sampling time at each slit posit
a complete image of the jovian disk can be produced in ab
two minutes. For the majority of the impacts, this is our tim
resolution. However, a smaller scan distance was used to m
tor the impacts of fragments C and K. For these impacts on
small region around the impact latitude was imaged, increa
the time resolution to approximately 30–40 s between scans
the impact of fragment K, this small area allowed higher ti
resolution to monitor a possible flash from the impact reflec
off the jovian satellite Europa, which was in Jupiter’s shad

erbut visible from Earth at the predicted time of the K impact. In an
attempt to avoid saturation of the detector during the impacts, the
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FIG. 1. Representation of an IRIS data cube. These data were take
07:38 UT on 18 July during the G impact. They axis shows the orientation
of the spectometer slit, which ran parallel to the jovian equator. Spectra w
dispersed orthogonal to the slit in thex direction. The origin of thex axis is at
1.98µm, and it increases toward 2.4µm at the back of the cube. To acquire th
spectral-imaging cube, the slit was scanned perpendicular to the jovian eq
in thet , or scan direction. Three images (ytplanes) extracted from the full cube a
2.0µm (front), 2.2µm (middle), and 2.3µm (back) are shown for comparison
The cube has also been sliced inxt to reveal one of the planes containing th
spectrum of the G impact main event, which can be seen as a bright strea
the side of the cube. The top surface of the cube is anxy plane that shows a
spectrum of Jupiter’s northern latitudes and the adjacent sky.

AAT mirror cover was partially closed for the brightest portion
of the impact events. This approach was largely successful,
necessitated additional calibration steps to recover the abso
brightness of these events.

Due to the anticipated smaller size of the N and V fragmen
we used fast-rate photometry, rather than spectral imaging
observe these impacts. For the N impact, we configured the
strument to take 100 successive imaging observations of 0.
exposure time, before dumping the resultant image cube to d
a process which took approximately 25 s. The N data set th
fore consists of successive observations of 45 s of fast-
photometry, interspersed with data gaps of 25 s. Just after
peak of the impact we experienced an instrument failure,
regained data acquisition capabilities within four minutes.

For the impact of fragment V, there was some concern t
the impact would be so small, and the phenomena so short-li
that it would be lost entirely if it occurred while an image cub
was being recorded to disk. Consequently, we configured IRI
the safer but less efficient repeat mode, where single expos
of 0.45 s were read out continuously, with a deadtime of 6
between each exposure. We observed in this mode from 22

04:02:45 UT until 04:40:26 UT. Even though we detected n
impact phenomena in real time, the V impact event was la
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found in the processed data. Table I summarizes the obser
times and observing mode used for each day of observation
Fig. 2 shows images near peak brightness for each impac
observed.

2.1. Data Reduction

All IRIS data were first corrected for the nonlinear respon
of the HgCdTe detector to incident radiation. For the spec
imaging data, standard spectral reduction techniques were
applied to each spectral plane of the datacubes to remove
strument response. Flatfield observations of a uniform sou
illuminating a white patch of the telescope dome were used
correct for the spectral and spatial response of the detector
ter flatfielding, bad pixels were removed by interpolation. F
spectral-imaging observations, distortions in the curvature
the grism order were corrected with polynomial fits. The effe
of the apparent rotation of the slit along the spectrum was a
characterized and corrected. After completing these steps
instrumental artifacts in the data had been largely removed.

The next processing step involved removing sky emiss
and transmission effects from the data. To correct for the un
lying emission from the sky, scan (t) positions in the datacube
were found where the spectrometer slit was sampling only ba
ground sky, thereby producing a set of 2D sky spectra in thexy
plane (see Fig. 1). Thesexy planes were then averaged to for
a composite sky frame, and subtracted from allxyplanes of the
data. This step corrected for not only the spectral behavio
the sky, but pixel-to-pixel bias variations on the detector in
y (slit) direction. To account for the time-varying brightness
the sky during the duration of the scan back and forth across
planet,xt planes were selected near the ends of the slit, wh
contained only sky emission. An averagedxt plane of the time-
dependent sky brightness was produced, and subtracted
eachxt plane in the previouslyxyplane sky-subtracted cube.

After removal of sky emission, the effect on the observ
spectrum due to wavelength-dependent sky transmission
removed. In preparation for this step, a wavelength scale in

TABLE I
Summary of AAT K-Band Observations

Date Start obs. End obs. Observingλ range
(UT) (July) (UT) (UT) Impact mode (µm) Airmass

16 9:25 12:50 — Driftscan 2.0–2.4 —
17 4:40 11:10 C Driftscan 2.0–2.4 1.10
17 11:10 13:45 D Driftscan 2.0–2.4 1.59
18 5:50 13:45 G Driftscan 2.0–2.4 1.09
19 5:45 13:20 K Driftscan 2.0–2.4 1.24
20 6:35 12:45 N Imaging 2.34 1.17
21 4:35 13:00 R Driftscan 2.0–2.4 1.33
22 3:45 4:40 V Imaging 2.34 1.84
22 4:40 12:40 W Driftscan 2.0–2.4 1.06
o
ter

23 8:15 12:50 — Driftscan 2.0–2.4 —
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FIG. 2. The AAT SL9 impact “Family Portrait,” providing morphological overview images taken near peak brightness for each impact observed at t
These images are not photometrically calibrated, and only rough relative brightnesses are shown in this diagram. Images for C, D, G, K, R, and W haven sliced
from spectral mapping cubes in the wavelength range 2.32–2.38µm, whereas the images from N and V were taken through a CO 4% filter (effective band
2.32–2.38µm). In this wavelength range Jupiter appears dark due to strong absorption of sunlight by methane in its upper atmosphere. However, sc
sunlight by aerosols high in the atmosphere above the absorbing methane can be seen in the north and south polar regions. Each impact can be seht
source at−45◦ latitude on the morning limb of the planet (the left-hand side in the images). Previous impacts leave large areas of scattering particulates

methane and can be seen as bright oval to irregular sources across the jov ◦ ond
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the impact week, causing this latitude band to becomes more populated w

crometers was derived from observations of arc lamps ta
with the instrument in the observing configuration. This a
derived wavelength fit is added to thex axis of the data. The
data were then divided by a wavelength-calibrated standard
spectrum observed with the same optical configuration, an
a similar zenith distance (altitude) to the data. The slope in
infrared spectrum introduced by the temperature of the stan
star was modeled using a blackbody curve and removed from
data.

The fast-rate photometric imaging data for the impacts
fragments N and V were processed using standard near-inf
reduction techniques, including linearization, flatfielding, int
polation of bad pixels, and sky-subtraction.

2.2. Calibration

Absolute calibration of the SL9 spectral mapping cubes
challenging. Observations of spectrophotometric standard
were taken on the same nights as the data, with the same in
ment configuration used to observe Jupiter, including a 1′′ wide
slit. However, as the slit was comparable in width to the see
profile (which was 1′′ FWHM on most nights, but deteriorate
episodically to as much as 6′′ FWHM), it contained too little

of the light from the standard star to produce consistent p
tometric measurements (variations of up to a factor of 3 we
ian disk at−45 latitude. These old impact sites persisted throughout and well bey
th these features with each successive impact.
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found in the total flux for the same star observed at differ
times on the same night), and therefore could not be used
spectrophotometry. Also, to avoid saturating at the peak of
brightest impacts, the mirror was actively stopped down o
several minutes of data-taking in a manner that made it d
cult to reproduce while observing a standard star. Observat
were also taken starting in the early afternoon and continu
through the night, with correspondingly large variations in s
conditions. Consequently the standards were used princip
for correcting for atmospheric transmission effects in the d
as described in the previous section, and not for absolute ph
metric calibration.

Looking for alternate methods of absolute calibration,
investigated using Galilean satellites, polar haze, and ima
photometric standard stars. The final calibration method c
bined all three types of measurements. We used the photom
standards and the jovian satellites as two independent mea
calibrating the polar haze in samples of both the imaging and
spectral mapping data, and then used this pole calibration to
ibrate the remaining data. A jovian pole was included in alm
all of our imaging and spectroscopic data, and monitoring
polar brightness allowed us to correct for rapid and otherw
nonquantifiable changes in the effective aperture of the teles
ho-
re
(the mirror cover on the 3.9-m AAT was partially closed during
the brightest impact flashes to prevent saturation of the detector).
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However, before the poles could be used to calibrate the ob
vations, we had to accurately determine their brightness,
verify that it was stable and not altered appreciably by au
ral emission. This process is described in the following th
subsections.

2.2.1. Absolute calibration of the jovian poles.To provide
an absolute calibration for the jovian poles, we used data take
21 July 1994. These data included spectral mapping cubes
contained both poles of Jupiter and the Galilean satellite Io,
also imaging data containing the south pole of Jupiter. An
age plane containing Io and both poles of Jupiter was extra
from a spectral mapping cube in the wavelength range 2.
2.38µm. This region was chosen to mimic the filter bandp
for the 2.34-µm CO imaging data. Using albedos derived fro
Sill and Clark (1982), and the World Meteorological Organiz
tion solar spectrum (Wehrli 1986) we calculated the flux of
in this wavelength range to be 7.9× 10−12 W m−2µm−1. Large
rectangular apertures that included the entire haze-covered
and south polar regions were used to obtain values of 1.2–1.4×
10−12 W m−2µm−1 for both poles in the spectral imaging dat
To check this value, we measured the polar brightness in
imaging data, which was calibrated using imaging photom
ric standards taken at the beginning of the observing run w
the 2.34-µm narrowband (4% bandpass) filter. These standa
were observed in a 19′′ × 19′′ aperture that contained more tha
99% of the light from the star (HD129540, an A2V; Carter a
Meadows 1995). Given the star’s K (2.2µm) magnitude, and
assuming negligible magnitude color difference for an A2V s
between 2.2 and 2.34µm, the south pole in several frames
the N imaging data was found to have a brightness of 1.2–1.3×
10−12 W m−2µm−1. Consequently, a value of 1.3± 0.1× 10−12

W m−2µm−1 was adopted for the brightness of each jovian po
This independently derived calibration has subsequently b

cross-checked using the jovian absolute reflectivity spectra
vided in Chanoveret al. (1996). Our calibration for the bright
ness of the jovian south pole at 2.34µm on UT 18 Jul agrees
to within 5–10% of the Chanover-derived values, which is w
within measurement errors.

2.2.2. Errors and uncertainties in calibration.The AAT ob-
servations of the SL9 impacts were taken under photometric
ditions. However, using a narrow slit to spectrally image a po
source (or an unresolved area associated with an impact e
introduces errors that compromise photometric accuracy. As
narrow slit is stepped across the object, variations in seeing
duce a time-varying point-spread function (PSF) that chan
in both FWHM and spatial position. These changes mak
almost impossible to correctly sample the object’s PSF. This
fect can be ameliorated by taking several scans back and
across the object to average the effects of the seeing. How
for the rapidly changing phenomena associated with the im
events, this was not possible, as subsequent scans showe

different phenomena, and could not be averaged. To quan
the error associated with this effect a nonvariable point sou
S ET AL.
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TABLE II
Photometric Errors for Drift Scan Observations

of the Galilean Satellites

UT date Satellite Std. dev. (%)

17 Jul Europa 15
19 Jul Europa 8
19 Jul Io 5
21 Jul Europa 23
21 Jul Io 10
22 Jul Ganymede 5

observed simultaneously with the data is required. For the
jority of the spectral mapping data, this source was best prov
by the Galilean satellites. Although the satellities are not po
sources, their angular size is sufficiently small (ranging fr
1.0′′ for Io to 1.4′′ for Ganymede) that it is comparable to th
seeing disk. Performing aperture photometry on images of
Galilean satellites extracted from the spectral mapping cu
produced the standard deviations in measured counts show
Table II. This error is correlated with the seeing, being lar
on nights of poorer seeing (21 July produced the largest me
seeing). However, when the satellite observations within a g
night are averaged, absolute fluxes derived for the same s
lite observed on different nights showed a standard deviatio
12% for Europa, which was observed on 17, 19, and 21 Jul
measurements taken only on 17 and 19 July are considered
discrepancy falls to 3%. The standard deviation for Io, wh
was observed on 19 and 21 July, was 1%.

2.2.3. The stability of polar haze measurements.To estimate
the error introduced by using the large aperture measureme
the brightness of the polar haze as a calibration source, we
corrected for airmass by plotting measurements of north p
brightness in the wavelength range 2.32 to 2.38µm (to approxi-
mate the standard CO imaging filter) as a function of airmass
typically derived an extinction coefficient at K-band of appro
imately−0.10 mags/airmass. This is consistent with accep
values for the extinction at this site (David Allen, private co
munication, 1993). For all five nights in which imaging spe
troscopy was taken, this relationship was fit with a straight l
with a typical standard deviation of 5% (21 July gave a stand
deviation of 7%). These results indicate that the intrinsic rela
variability of the pole on any given night is actually quite lo
(5–7%) over this wavelength range.

Another possible complication in using the polar haze m
surements as a calibration source is the systematic enhance
of the polar haze intensity by impact-induced auroral activ
Bright impact-induced auroral emission, such as that see
WFPC2 UV images (Clarkeet al. 1995) and at near-infrare
wavelengths (McGregoret al.1996), was fixed in a narrow lon
gitude range, i.e., with a small spatial extent compared with

tify
rce
bright polar haze region. This fixed-longitude auroral enhance-
ment would be expected to rotate with the planet, producing
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FIG. 3. Plots of residual north pole counts (after removal of the straight-line fit to correct for airmass) as a fraction of total counts in the aperture, asction

of phased time (with 0:00 time set as 00:00 h 16 July 1994, and assuming a jovian rotation period of 9.925 h). No obvious enhancement of the observed emission
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as a function of phased time (longitude) in this wavelength range is seen.

a brightness enhancement to the polar emission that varied
rotational phase. To search for this possible effect, we plo
north pole count residuals (after subtraction of the airmas
for each night) as a function of phased time. Points obser
at the same phased time have approximately the same lo
tude on the planet. The results show no obvious enhance
of the observed emission as a function of longitude in t
wavelength range (Fig. 3), and appear to confirm that the p
brightness was sufficiently stable at these wavelengths to us
calibration. This apparent stability is probably due to signific
“dilution” of any spatially localized, narrow-line auroral en
hancement within the large spatial and spectral (2.32 to 2.38µm)

measurement aperture used here to determine the brightne
the polar haze.
ith
ted
fit
ed
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The final reduced and calibrated data for the impacts w
archived in the Atmospheres Node of the Planetary Data Sy
in April 1998 (Meadowset al.1998).

2.3. Measurement of Lightcurves

2.3.1. Spectral-imaging data.The accuracy of the lightcurv
photometry will depend not only on the absolute calibrat
of the data, but also on the measurement aperture size
shape used to determine the integrated intensity of the im
events. A small circular aperture was used to measure the in
stages of the impact phenomena, when the impact emission

ss ofpoint-like. This small measurement aperture minimized contam-
ination of the measurement by background planetary emission
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(which is a relatively small component at CO filter wavelengt
2.32–2.38µm), and by emission from nearby older impact sit
The latter effect is a much larger contaminant, and can v
as scattered light from companion impact sites flares into
measurement aperture in poor seeing. The total emission
the impact was estimated by measuring the impact at or
its peak brightness to determine the fraction of the radia
observed in the small measurement aperture compared t
“total” emission in a much larger aperture. This “aperture c
rection” is determined near peak brightness so that contam
tion in the larger measurement aperture by scattered light f
nearby impact sites and the underlying planet will be a v
small component of the impact emission, even in the far wi
of the PSF. Once determined from the brightest possible obse
tions, the aperture correction was then applied to measurem
made with a smaller aperture during the fainter stages of
impact.

However, a small circular aperture could not be used m
after peak brightness. By that time, the observed emission
came extended as the impact site started to rotate into view
the morning limb. A larger measurement aperture was there
used, to encompass most of the light from the extended im
site. However, in doing so, the possibility of contamination
emission from the underlying planet and nearby impact sites
greatly increased.

The D, G, and K impacts did not occur close to a previo
large impact site. For these impacts, measurements were ini
made using a 1.8′′ (3 pixel) radius circular aperture, which wa
corrected to a 4.2′′ (7 pixel) radius aperture based on measu
ments made near peak brightness for each impact. This ape
correction typically added 15–20% to the 1.8′′measurement. Fo
the D impact, the impact site was sufficiently small that it ne
appeared resolved in our images, so all points on the D lightc
are 1.8′′ measurements corrected to 4.2′′ radius apertures. Fo
G and K, the impact sites were resolved at approximately
7:44 (18 July) and UT 10:36 (19 July) respectively. At pe
brightness at 7:46 UT (18 July) a slice taken tangent to the l
through the G impact had a FWHM of 1.6′′, comparable to tha
of a point source, but with a low-level “wing” to the south of th
brightest part of the impact site. The total spatial extent of
phenomena associated with the peak brightness of the G a
impacts subtended approximately 6′′ and 6.6′′ respectively above
the 2.32–2.38µm background tangent to the jovian limb. Fro
the time the impact sites for G and K were first resolved, a 3.6′′

radius aperture (G) and a 4.2′′ radius aperture (K) were used t
contain the majority of the light from the impact site as it rotat
into view, while avoiding contamination from the nearby sou
polar haze. Poorer seeing on UT 18 July mandated a sm
aperture for the G impact to avoid scattered light from the
lar haze, and typically there is 2–5% more light contained i
4.2′′ radius aperture, compared with a 3.6′′ aperture. For both
the G and K impacts, several points near the peak bright

of their main events have been corrected for changing effect
telescope mirror aperture during the observations by comp
S ET AL.
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son with total flux from the polar haze, which is assumed no
change throughout the impacts (cf. Section 2.2.3).

For the C, R, and W impacts, slightly smaller measurem
apertures were used initially to avoid contamination from nea
old impact sites (A, G, and K, respectively), which were on
near the limb at the time of the impacts. Measurement apert
with radii in the range 0.9–1.8′′ were used, and corrected to 3.6′′

radius apertures for C and R. A smaller 3.0′′ radius aperture was
used for the W impact, which occured while the K impact s
was on the limb. For the C and R impacts, aperture correct
were used throughout the entire impact sequence, even whe
site became resolved, as a larger aperture would have conta
contamination from the nearby older impact sites. As the
impact site rotated over the morning limb it became sufficien
separated from the older K impact site that it was possible to
a 3.6′′ radius aperture after UT 8:18 (22 Jul).

2.3.2. Imaging data. The N and V impacts were much fainte
than the six impacts observed with the spectral imaging te
nique, and were consequently more prone to contamination
the relatively bright scattered light from nearby impact sites. T
photometrically reduced imaging data were further proces
to minimize scattered light within the measurement aperture
subtracting a smoothed and averaged subset of the frames in
cube (after carefully “removing” any impact phenomena fro
these data) from each image in the data cube. A polygonal a
ture was then used on these impact-site subtracted frames
aperture is a 1.8′′ × 1.4′′ rectangle, with the lower 0.4′′ × 0.4′′

removed to minimize residual scattered light from the nea
impact site entering the measurement aperture. Running sim
measurements on an imaging photometric standard star, w
timate that this aperture contains 60% of the light that would
contained in a 4.2′′ radius circular aperture for a point sourc
Consequently the measured values were scaled to be equiv
to those measured through a 4.2′′ circular aperture similar to
those used for the spectral-mapping lightcurves.

2.4. Timing Estimates and Accuracy

All timing for the lightcurves was based on timestamp i
formation recorded in the AAT data headers. The AAT timi
standard is a quartz clock that keeps UT to within a few millis
onds. The VAX used to write the data and time stamp the hea
has a clock that is not as accurate, but which is resynchronize
the UT clock once per day. There is also a difference between
recorded start time and the real start time for data taking, but
difference is only on the order of a few milliseconds. The larg
potential source of timing error is found in the time stamping
the beginning and end of the IRIS exposure for each spec
imaging datacube. This total time typically contains an ex
4 s above the astronomical exposure, which has been ident
as a lag at the end of data-taking. This should not affect the t
estimates as long as the start time is used as the reference tim

ive
ari-
calculating specific times for each scan step. Taking all the above
factors into account, a conservative estimate would therefore
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suggest that the timestamp information in the data heade
accurate to at least 1 s.

For the V impact sequence, which was taken as individ
image frames, an average of the recorded start and end tim
the exposure was used. For the N impact sequence the d
ence between the recorded start and end time was divided
100 equal time segments for each of the 100 images within
cube.

For the spectral imaging data, which has two spatial (x, y)
and one temporal (t) dimension, the lightcurve was measure
first by extracting an image plane in theyt dimension for each of
the observed datacubes. A centroiding program was then
to center on the impact phenomenon. The returnedt position
(which could have a fractional value) was multiplied by the sc
step exposure time (usually 1.5 s per scan step) and added t
recorded start time (timet = 0) for the entire cube to produce
time for the impact phenomenon.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Timing and Lightcurves

Lightcurves for the impacts of C, D, G, K, R, and W are show
in Fig. 4. These lightcurves are extracted from the spect
mapping datacubes in the wavelength range 2.32–2.38µm to
mimic the bandpass of the astronomical 2.34-µm CO filter used
for our N and V imaging observations. This facilitates comp
ison of our spectral-mapping lightcurves with our 2.34-µm CO
filter imaging observations, and similar imaging observatio
from other observatories. The CO filter imaging lightcurve f
the N impact is shown in Fig. 5. No lightcurve is shown for th
V impact, which was detected in only three successive im
ing observations. However, the V image sequence is show
Fig. 6.

We have determined significant timing events from the
lightcurves, (e.g., detection of precursors and the main ev
and the time of peak NIR brightness). However, we have u
our spectral mapping data to also note the time that we first
tected the onset of the sharp rise in intensity in our spectra n
2.295µm due to the appearance of the CO 2–0 band. Illustra
spectra taken prior to and at the time of first CO detection
impacts C and K are provided in Fig. 7. A detailed descripti
of the AAT spectral data and results will be provided in a sub
quent paper (Meadowset al., 2001, in prep). The impact even
timings for fragments C, D, G, K, N, R, V, and W, includin
the time of first CO detection for all impacts for which we ha
spectra, are summarized in Table III.

3.1.1. Precursor phenomena.Each impact event was firs
detected as an unresolved point source on the morning lim
Jupiter near 45◦S latitude. For the impacts of fragments C, D
G, K, N, and W, the brightest infrared flash was preceded b
faint precursor event. We did not detect a distinct precursor

the R impact, although comparison with data from the Kec
ANU 2.3 m, and Palomar observatories (Grahamet al. 1995,
: LIGHTCURVES AND IMAGING 373
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McGregoret al. 1996, Nicholson 1996) suggests that this w
due primarily to our sparse time sampling for this impact.

The precursor phenomena for G and K, two of the largest S
fragments, differ markedly from all other precursor pheno
ena we observed by displaying an underlying steady increas
brightness on which discrete precursor events are superimpo
Based on timing and intensity considerations, the precursors
observed for the impacts of C, D, and W are most likely to
second precursors; i.e., these phenomena are produced n
the incoming meteor trail, but are predominantly the signatur
solid particles in the expanding impact fireball as it rises over
limb of Jupiter, and into view by ground-based telescopes. T
precursor activity for G and K, however, probably also includ
meteor activity that precedes the fragment impact.

We observed the precursors for fragments C and K with sa
pling times ranging from∼9 s to 1 min. Other precursor even
(D, G, R, W) were observed with a 1- to 3-min sampling tim
and in these cases, usually only a single point was recorded
each precursor.

Our fragment C precursor lightcurve was similar to that re
orded by Takeuchiet al. (1995) at Okayama Observatory, an
McGregoret al. (1996) at the Australian National University’
2.3-m telescope on Siding Spring Mountain. We first observ
an unambiguous signal at 7:11:54 UT. This flash continued
brighten for 45 s, reaching a peak in our data at 7:12:38
Observations from other observatories (ANU, Okayama)
dicate that the precursor continued to brighten, peaking n
7:13:30 UT. Our next observation was taken at 7:15:26 U
3.5 min after initial detection, by which time the precurs
had faded, dropping to preprecursor brightness levels. For
impact, comparison of absolute brightness levels between
three observatories is difficult, given the apparently differi
fractions of the A impact site present in the chosen meas
ment apertures (the AAT data show a background of 0.08
or 4.2× 10−14 W m−2µm−1 at 7:11 UT, compared with 0.45 J
for the ANU and 1.2× 10−13 W m−2µm−1 for Okayama). At the
peak of brightness in the subsequent main event, when the
tered light component would be negligible and a more accu
comparison could be made, both the ANU and Okayama ob
vations were saturated. However, comparing values measur
7:17:56 and 7:26:56 UT, the closest valid data points to the s
ration limits that are common to all three observatories, flux v
ues agree to within 10%, implying that differences in the brig
ness of the precursor event are probably due to different le
of jovian background radiation in the measurement aperture

In our data, the D precursor was observed in a single obse
tion, peaking at 11:54:42 UT before vanishing in the subsequ
scan at 11:57:27 UT. Both AAT and ANU recorded 0.1 Jy f
the peak flux of the D precursor. This was the faintest imp
that we observed in spectral-imaging mode.

The time evolution of the fragment G precursor event did n
show the brightening and fading behavior observed in the

k,and D precursors, but rather showed a predominantly increas-
ing ramp of brightness up into the main event. Measured fluxes
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FIG. 4. Calibrated lightcurves. Diagram showing the time evolution of the C, D, G, K, R, and W impact events extracted from the spectral mapping
the wavelength range 2.32–2.38µm. The flux at each point is measured within a fixed aperture, regardless of whether the impact event is visible in the fr
text for detailed discussion). The circled points indicate detector saturation. The dashed line indicates the accepted time of impact (Chodas and Yeomans 1996), the
dot-dash line indicates the time at which the impact center rotated onto the morning limb of Jupiter and the dot-dot-dash line shows the time at whiche impact

center rotated into sunlight (the latter two times are calculated from the System III rotation rate and the meridian angle of the impacts from Table 5 ofChodas and
Yeomans, 1996. Note that the meridian angle of the limb as viewed from Earth is 76◦, and the meridian angle of the terminator is 87◦ (Chodas and Yeomans 1996)).
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nd
from the ANU and AAT agree to within 5% for this precu
sor. We first detected a point source at 07:32:55 UT at tw
the brightness of the planet background. This “leader emiss
preceded the first detection of this impact by theGalileo Pho-

topolarimeter Radiometer (PPR) by 37 s (detection by PPR
945 nm at 7:33:32 UT (Chapmanet al. 1995a)). TheGalileo
-
ice
on”

Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) also detected
event at 7:33:37 UT (Carlsonet al.1995), 5 s after the PPR de
tection, and across a number of wavelengths from 0.7 to 5.3µm.
HST was also observing with an 889-nm filter at this time, a

atbetween 7:33:16 to 7:33:46 UT they clearly saw bright pixels in

the shadow of Jupiter.
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FIG. 5. The N impact light curve at 2.3µm. Each cross is the sum of four 0.45-s exposures. The time of the precursor is labeled, and the inset image
disk subtracted image of Jupiter with the precursor on the morning (left) limb. The dark and bright patterns on the disk of Jupiter in this image are due to residuals
after subtraction of the south polar cap and several previous impact sites. The dotted line shows the accepted time of impact. The dot-dash line showshe time that
the impact center would have rotated onto the morning limb of Jupiter. The main event can be seen in the light curve between 380 and 500 s after U.

The gap in the lightcurve after this time was due to an instrument failure. The triangular symbols near the bottom of the plot show the timing of the flash observed
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by the Solid State Imager, on board theGalileospacecraft. The intensity of theG

In the next AAT scan at 7:35:47 UT, close to three minu
after our first detection, the point source had rapidly increase
∼50 times its initial value. Between 7:35:16 to 7:35:32 UT HS
also detected an increase in source intensity compared to
previous 889-nm observation. A slight increase in this brig
ness by our next observation∼2.5 min later at 7:38:16 UT pro
duced a sloping plateau in the lightcurve before the onset o
main event, which occurred sometime between 07:38:16
07:41:12 UT. From 7:38:16 to 7:38:32 UT, HST (at 953 n
detected both the scattered light from the expanding plume,
what appeared to be thermal radiation along the angle of ent
the comet fragment (or exit of the plume). By their next obser
tion at 7:41:16 UT, well into the upward slope of the main ev
lightcurve for the AAT, the HST detected an even larger plum

The K precursor showed a structure similar to the G phen
ena. For K, a faint point source was first detected on the morn
limb at 10:22:38 UT, almost 100 s before the impact fireball w
seen by the Solid State Imager (SSI) on board theGalileospace-
craft (SSI detection at 10:24:17 UT). The precursor’s inten
increased by about a factor of 30 during the next 3 min (10:22
to 10:25:15 UT). The initial rapid rise in brightness slowed a
the observed point source increased in brightness by only a
tor of 3.5 over the next 5 min (until 10:30:39 UT), when it w
overwhelmed by the main infrared flash. A similar 2.35-µm
lightcurve was recorded by observers at ANU and Okaya
The Okayama results have higher time resolution over a lon
time span than the ANU and AAT results and show a distin
short-lived flash at 10:24:00 UT that they associate with the

try bolide (Takeuchiet al. 1995, Watanabeet al. 1995). It is
interesting to note that in the AAT scan at 10:23:53 UT the p
alileoSSI data is not to scale.
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cursor source appears to be extended away from the plane
appears point-like on the scans on either side of this observa
However, this phenomenon could also be produced by scan
across a rapidly brightening point source. ANU does inde
show a rapid brightening in a frame that spans this time,
Okayama shows that the brightening peaks near 10:24:15
which is almost simultaneous with theGalileo SSI flash detec-

TABLE III
AAT Impact Timing

Accepted Precursor Main event IR max Flux CO
Impact (UT) (UT) (UT) (UT) (Jy) (UT)

C 07:10:50 07:11:39 07:16:45 07:24 17.5 7:2
D 11:52:30 11:54:46 11:57:27 12:03 3.23 12:0
G 07:33:33 07:32:58 07:38:19 07:46 385 7:4
K 10:24:17 10:22:42 10:31:18 10:38 466 10:3
N 10:29:20 ≤10:29:14 10:35 10:37 0.14 —
R 05:34:57 05:34:00 05:42:22 05:45 106 (s) 5:4
V 04:23:20 04:23:13 — 04:23 0.02 —
W 08:06:00 08:06:56 08:12:20 08:15 60 (s) 08:1

Note.All times given are in UT. The accepted times for impact are fro
compilations by Chodas and Yeomans (1996). The precursor time quoted
is the very first detection of a point source on the jovian limb, and not necess
the precursor peak. Column four gives the time of first detection of the IR m
event, and column five gives the time of IR maximum from our data. The infra
flux values are the mean value in the bandpass between 2.32 and 2.38µm. An
“(s)” denotes the presence of detector saturation for the peak value, and is
to be an underestimate of the true peak flux. The final column shows the
re-
that hot CO line emission first becomes distinct from the underlying continuum
at our sampling resolution (Meadowset al.2001, in prep).
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FIG. 6. V impact time sequence. Diagram showing the V impact flash
2.3µm. This series of images shows a section of the jovian disk that is domin
by the south polar haze and several old impact sites. The display range on
images has been adjusted to maximize the visibility of faint features. Th
impact was first detected at 04:23:03 UT as several bright pixels off the mor
limb of Jupiter (left on these images) at 45◦ latitude. By 4:23:13 UT, 10 s
later, the impact had brightened and was an unmistakeable point source o

morning limb. It was seen fading at 4:23:23 UT and was undetectable 8 s later,
at 4:23:31 UT.
ET AL.
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FIG. 7. Example spectra showing the onset of CO emission. These s
tra are taken from the calibrated spectral mapping data used to produc
lightcurves for the C and K impacts. All spectra show the range 2.0–2.4µm,
and high-temperature CO emission was considered to be detected when w
saw the sharp rise of the CO 2–0 bandhead near 2.295µm. The width and shape
of this feature suggest CO at temperatures in excess of 1000 K. The top p

spectra show the C impact just prior to and at the time of first CO detection, and
the lower two spectra show the same sequence for the K impact.
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tion (10:24:17 UT). The ANU and Okayama also both obser
a sharp brightening near 10:25:30 UT and a subsequent de
The peak of this feature was missed in our 10:25:15 UT ob
vation, and the ensuing decline was missed in our subseq
10:27:19 UT observation. Absolute flux values from all thr
observatories agree very closely (within 10%) for the dura
of the precursor phenomena (10:20–10:30 UT). In additio
capturing the precursor phenomena for the K fragment im
by scanning across the jovian limb near 45◦ latitude, we had se
the scan path up so that it would pass across the nearby
lite, Europa, which was in Jupiter’s shadow at the time of th
fragment impact. It had been hoped that Europa would re
the K fragment impact as a faint flash. However, we detecte
such flash from Europa in our data.

After using the processing described in Section 2.3.2 to red
scattered light from nearby impact sites, the N impact was
detected at 10:29:13 UT as a faint, but distinct, point source
the morning limb, which faded over the next 22 s. An image
the N precursor is shown in the upper left-hand corner of Fig
and Fig. 8 shows a detailed plot of the precursor lightcurve.
initial detection of this precursor was 4 s before theGalileoSSI
detection of a sharp rise in brightness at 10:29:17 UT (wh
peaked 3 s later). The precursor we observed may have b
present before 10:29:13 UT, as this was the first observa
after a data gap that started at 10:28:48 UT. It is interestin
note that we detected a small rise in intensity on an otherw
monotonically decreasing first precursor at the same time
theGalileoSSI data recorded their peak brightness for this ev
Although the AAT rise cannot be ruled out as noise in the d
if it is a real event it would imply that we saw the terminal eve
for N either directly, or scattered off dust from a tail behind t
N fragment.

Models based on more extensively observed imp
(Chapman 1996) suggest that if this was indeed the first

FIG. 8. The N impact lightcurve at 2.3µm seen in detail. Each cross is th
sum of three 0.45-s exposures. The time of the precursor is labeled. The d
line shows the accepted time of impact (UT 10:29:20). The triangular sym

show the timing of the flash observed by the Solid State Imager, on board
Galileospacecraft. The intensity of theGalileoSSI data is not to scale.
: LIGHTCURVES AND IMAGING 377
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cursor for N, then it would have peaked about 8–10 s before
Galileo flash, or 4–6 s before we detected it at the AAT. F
the other impacts observed by bothGalileo and ground-base
telescopes the time of the second precursor after theGalileo
detection appears to be a function of distance from the lim
the impactor (Nicholson 1996). For the L and R impacts, wh
bracket the N impact, the second precursor was detected ap
imately 40 s after theGalileodetection. If the N impact behave
in a similar way, then the second, fireball precursor would h
been started at 10:30:00 UT, and would have decayed ov
period of 2 min.

However, at that time we have a data gap until 10:30:28
after which the data are badly affected by variable seeing, w
caused scattered light from nearby old impact sites to flare
the measurement aperture. The seeing is sufficiently poor
cancellation of light from nearby impact sites is also difficu
leaving large residuals in the data. By the next data block, w
starts at 10:31:41 UT, the seeing had improved but a deca
second precursor was not detected. In fact, nothing as co
tently bright as the first precursor is seen until the start of
main event at 10:35:20 UT. However, it may have been
this smaller impact produced a bolide that was far brighter t
the subsequent fireball, which was certainly not the case fo
impacts of larger fragments. However, like the AAT data,
GalileoSSI camera also detected a strong initial spike for th
event, which was attributed to the bolide flash in Jupiter’s str
sphere (Chapmanet al. 1995b), but the data showed little o
no subsequent evidence for the fireball phase that followed
bolide flash in the larger impacts (e.g., K). They concluded, gi
that a main event was detected by ground-based observers
the N fireball was below the detection limit for the SSI.

Given that the expanding fireball is linked physically to t
generation of the splash phase, it seems more likely that se
precursor brightness scales with the intensity of the subseq
main event, and not necessarily with the intensity of the bol
For the other small impacts we observed (C and D) the sec
precursor peak was fainter than the main event peak by a fa
of 30 to 90. If the N second precursor behaved in a similar w
then we would have expected its second precursor to rea
maximum peak of 2.5× 10−15 W m−2µm−1, which would have
been undetectable in our data.

The R precursor was not observed as a distinct event in
data, due to our coarse time sampling.

The W precursor was detected in our data set as a single
turbation at 8:06:55 UT superimposed on a gradually incre
ing background as the old K impact site rotated into view o
the morning limb of Jupiter. With higher temporal resolutio
the ANU detected this precursor from 8:06 until 8:09 UT.
8:06:16 UT HST first detected the W fragment impact as em
sion in shadow at 555 nm. This image was taken within 0.5 s
559-nmGalileoSSI image that is believed to show the incomi
bolide (Chapmanet al. 1995a). Our observation 39 s later w
thethen clearly due to the expanding plume, and not the incoming
bolide.
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Comparison of the AAT and ANU measured fluxes for t
second precursor are again complicated by the fraction o
impact site in the different measurement apertures used on
data set; nonetheless the difference between the backgroun
at 8:00 UT and the precursor value at 8:07 UT agrees to wi
10%.

The impact of fragment V was detected only as one fa
flash, seen in three consecutive images. A sequence of five
images taken around the time of the V main event are sh
in Fig. 6. Our detection peaked at 04:23:13 UT in obser
tions that were 0.45 s long and separated by 6 s. A sim
flash was observed at Palomar at 4:23:09 UT (Weinberger 1
private communication; Nicholson 1996), consistent with
observations. The peak brightness of the flash, once scat
light from the nearby impact site was mitigated, was appro
mately 1.0× 10−14 W m−2µm−1 (0.02 Jy), although this valu
is highly uncertain (without the scattered light correction,
measured value is doubled). Either this flash could have bee
main event for this impact, which would have been the brigh
phenomena detectable for such a faint impact, or it could
resent the first precursor (entry bolide) for this fragment. If
latter explanation is correct, then the fragment must have b
destroyed on entry without producing a significant main ev
The brightness of the detected event for V is comparable to
brightness of the first precursor detected for the N impact, w
was also an “off-train” fragment of estimated size similar to t
of V.

3.1.2. The main event.As observed in our data, and not
by other observers (McGregoret al. 1996), the main infrared
flashes started approximately 5–6 min after the accepted im
time, irrespective of the distance from the limb, or the energ
the impactor. Of the impacts that we observed, fragments K
G produced the brightest infrared flashes and were presum
the most energetic impacts, followed by R, W, C, D, N, and
Time measured from the beginning of the main event until p
infrared brightness did appear to be a function of impactor
ergy, with the most energetic impacts, G and K, taking 7–8
to reach peak brightness, C, D, R, and W taking 4–5 min and
lowest energy impactor, N, taking 2 min. In our AAT spectr
mapping data, the first detection of CO emission above
continuum occurs within 11–13 min of the accepted impact t
for all six impacts with spectroscopy. Because the CO app
at a fixed time relative to impact, but the main event peak
a time that is a function of impactor energy, the CO appea
a different time relative to the main event peak brightness
different impacts. For the G and K events, CO was first dete
prior to peak brightness. For C, D, R, and W it was detec
after the peak of the main event, and so cannot be respon
for the main event peak value at 2.34µm. Between 6 and 10 mi
after main event peak brightness, the intensities stabilize
increased slightly, forming a “shoulder” in the lightcurve. Prom
nent shoulders were observed for C, D, and G. At 6–10

after peak brightness for the K impact, we switched to H-ba
observations and do not have K-band data for this time peri
S ET AL.
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However, a shoulder was observed for the K impact during
time period by Okayama Observatory. For the impacts of R
W we acquired K-band data throughout the entire impact
did not record any obvious shoulder.

The C impact main event was first detected in our dat
7:15:56 UT. Over the next 8 min it increased in brightness b
factor of∼150 to peak at 7:23:53 at 17.5 Jy (9.6× 10−12 W m−2

µm−1 at 2.34µm). This peak value agrees well with the 1.0×
10−11 W m−2µm−1 peak recorded at the IRTF (Ortonet al.
1995). Both ANU and Okayama saturated at the peak. H
ever, the ANU data appear to record a higher value for the p
(∼30 Jy), although the AAT and ANU data agree well for me
surements taken well after the A impact site has cleared the l
The next scan, taken at 7:26:56 UT, shows a 14 times decr
in intensity and the beginning of a broad shoulder that pers
until 7:35:20 UT. Between 7:35:20 and 7:46:54 UT the imp
site appears to brighten by∼10% and then fade again. Whi
this change is probably within our measurement errors, the
evidence from ANU, Okayama, and IRTF that the C lightcu
reaches a minimum near 7:35 UT and increases slightly ag
Similar behavior was observed in our D impact data (see bel
but there are no ANU or Okayama data taken at this time
could corroborate this effect. In both instances, the impact
had rotated over the limb but was not yet in sunlight.

The D impact main event was first detected in our data a
extremely faint point source at 11:57:27 UT. By the next s
(12:00:26 UT) it had increased in brightness by nearly a fa
of 100. It peaked in our data in the next scan (12:03:03 UT
3.23 Jy (or 1.77× 10−12 W m−2µm−1 at 2.34µm). However,
comparisons with the higher time resolution data from AN
indicate that we missed the peak, which occurred between 1
and 12:03 UT. The measured flux values at 12:03:03 for
data and the Okayama data agree within 2%. Okayama obta
observations closer to the peak that indicate that the maxim
D brightness was probably close to 3.8 Jy. This is also con
tent with the ANU peak brightness, despite the fact that t
detector had entered its nonlinear response range. After
brightness, the lightcurve decayed to a minimum at 12:09:17
and a marked shoulder was observed between 12:09:27
12:14:42 UT. For the next 10 min the slow, low amplitu
brightening and fading occurred as discussed in the prev
paragraph.

The G impact main event started shortly after 7:38:16
and promptly saturated the detector. The AAT 3.9-m mirror w
stopped down to 1.9 m diameter at this time while we contin
observing. All subsequent data were unsaturated. The lightc
reached a peak of 385 Jy at 7:46:00 UT. The ANU 2.3 m a
recorded a maximum at this time, although their detector wa
the nonlinear range and they measured close to 200 Jy. For
minutes after 7:47 UT our data were lost or corrupted on tran
and we resumed acquisition at 7:53:11 UT at the beginning o
shoulder phase of the lightcurve. At this time the AAT mirror w
reopened to the full 3.9-m diameter. The shoulder had dec

nd
od.
by 8:01 UT, although the impact site continued to fade slowly
with time.
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The K impact main event started at 10:30:39 UT and IR
saturated at 10:32 UT. We continued to acquire data but sto
the primary mirror down from 3.9 to 2.4 m diameter. Aft
10:36 UT, all data were unsaturated. We reached a peak in
lightcurve at 10:37:45 UT with a brightness of 466 Jy (2.55×
10−10 W m−2µm at 2.34µm). Comparison of the calibrate
data from AAT, ANU, and Okayama for this main event sho
agreement to within 10% up until 10:32 UT, when a loss
signal due to saturation becomes evident in the ANU data
though the AAT (nominally saturated) data and the Okaya
data continue in good agreement. However, by 10:36 UT
AAT is also clearly suffering from signal loss due to saturati
recording 30% less signal than Okayama. By 10:36:30, the A
mirror was stopped down and the AAT and Okayama data a
again to within 10%. One apparent discrepancy however, is
ANU (albeit nonlinear) and the AAT both record a decrease
intensity between 10:38 and 10:39 UT, whereas Okayama
an apparent increase. By 10:43 UT the main event intensity
faded and the shoulder starts forming in the Okayama data
this point at the AAT we switched to acquiring H-band da
so the shoulder is missing from our 2.3-µm lightcurve. We re-
sumed acquiring K-band scans of the impact site at 10:50
shortly before it rotated into sunlight. As in the case for G,
the K impact point rotates into sunlight, there is no apprecia
increase in the brightness of the impact site.

The N impact main event was first detected at 10:35:20
and it brightened rapidly, peaking in under 2 min to 0.14
(7.5× 10−14 W m−2µm−1 at 2.34µm) at 10:37:06 UT. This
was 3.3× 103 fainter than the K impact. Shortly after the pe
we experienced a temporary instrument failure but resumed
mal data taking at 10:42:06 UT, at which time the impact h
faded and there was no sign of an impact site.

The R impact main event was first detected in our dat
5:42:19, when ANU and Keck data indicate that the main ev
was already 2 min old. Our peak flux of 106 Jy is detec
at 5:45:21 UT. However, this value was taken within the n
linear regime of our detector, and is likely to be an under
timate. The telescope was stopped down to 2.3 m after
ing this measurement, so all subsequent points should no
affected by saturation. ANU and Keck also show a peak
measured radiation within seconds of our peak time, altho
ANU and Keck were also saturated at the peak. Although b
ANU and AAT were saturated, they recorded a similar flux
close to 110 Jy, which although undoubtedly an underestim
is still 30% higher than the peak flux reported by Keck observ
(Grahamet al. 1995), which was reconstructed from satura
data. After 5:51 UT there is slight evidence for a shoulder u
5:56 UT.

The W impact main event was first detected in our data
8:12:20 UT, approximately 20 s after it was detected by AN
Peak intensity of 60 Jy was observed at 8:15:25 UT. We
urated on the next scan and stopped the AAT mirror dow
2.0 m. Just prior to the peak, the ANU and AAT values are

good agreement; however, at the peak we are clearly satura
recording a value 40% lower than that recorded by ANU, whi
: LIGHTCURVES AND IMAGING 379
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was also saturating. The main event decreased rapidly in in
sity from 8:17:49 until 8:20:49 UT, at which point it decreas
more gradually, but in a curved dropoff, unlike the plateau-l
behavior of a shoulder.

4. DISCUSSION OF LIGHTCURVES

Several authors have attributed the first distinct precurso
thermal emission from the meteor trail or “bolide” produced
the fragment or its attendant coma entered the jovian atmosp
(Chapman 1996). By analogy it is probable that the leader e
sion we observe for the larger impact fragments is a trail of d
or smaller fragments that precede the main fragment into th
mosphere. If this material impacted the atmosphere beyon
limb, it could be seen directly by Earth-based observers on
this emission was produced at sufficiently high altitudes that
tangent points were above the effective jovian limb.

The minimum emission and tangent altitudes at most infra
wavelengths are determined by the optical depth of the absor
gases in the jovian atmosphere (CH4, NH3, and H2). To estimate
these altitudes we have ignored atmospheric refraction, w
should introduce very small changes in apparent directio
the emitted radiation at pressures below 100 mbar, and
our line-by-line multiple-scattering model (Meadows and Cr
1996) to produce high-resolution spectra of the gas and ae
extinction in the jovian atmosphere.

Results from this model indicate that even though the bro
band CH4 opacity near 2.2µm (and 3.5µm) is consistent with a
vertical optical depth unity near the 1-mbar level, this opacit
concentrated in narrow spectral lines that are separated by b
regions that are much more transparent. If the bolide flash
sisted primarily of continuum emission, as our spectroscopic
sults suggest (Meadowset al.2001, in prep), this emission cou
traverse much longer atmospheric paths at wavelengths w
the far wings of the gas absorption lines where the gaseou
sorption is much weaker. We find that the pressure of vert
optical depth unity in the far-wing regions between the strong
CH4 lines is below the 100-mbar level.

For a tangent path on the jovian limb, the airmass is∼40.
At wavelengths within the more transparent regions of the
wings of the CH4 lines, a limb path encounters optical dept
near unity at tangent point pressures near 10–20 mbar (∼90 km
above the 1-bar level). Limb paths with larger tangent press
encounter much more absorption because the optical dep
the far wings of spectral lines increases roughly as the sq
of pressure. In other words, at far-wing wavelengths whe
limb path with a tangent altitude of 10 mbar encounters opt
depths near unity, a path with a tangent altitude of 20 mbar
encounter path-integrated absorption optical depths near 4
transmittances neare−4, or<0.018.

These results suggest that ground-based observers can d
detect bolides on the far side of the jovian limb at waveleng
within strong CH4 bands only if the minimum tangent altitud

ted,

ch
of the line-of-site path through the limb is greater than∼90 km
above the 1-bar level (Fig. 9). Hence, the bolide produced by
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FIG. 9. This schematic diagram shows the derivation of the minimum a
tude at which an SL9 fragment bolide would have been visible to ground-b
observers. Optical depth unity within transparent regions between CH4 absorp-
tion lines occurs near 90 km altitude (where the zero point of altitude is de
as the 1-bar level of the atmosphere). The opaque region of the atmosph
lower altitudes and higher pressures is shown as the dark shaded region.
visible to a ground-based observer, bolide 1, which occurred further be
the limb, would have had to occur at a much higher altitude than bolide 2
that its tangent path to the observer did not intersect the opaque region.
specific example, the C fragment, which impacted 8◦ beyond the limb, would
have been visible at an altitude of 790 km or above, whereas the W fragm
which impacted only 4◦ beyond the limb, would have been visible at altitud
of 260 km and above. However, bolide 3, which was the same angular dis
from the limb, but deeper in the atmosphere than bolide 1, would not have
visible to a ground-based observer.

the C fragment, which enters the jovian atmosphere 8◦ beyond
the limb, could be observed directly if it were produced at
altitude of at least∼790 km above the 1-bar level, where t
pressures are much less than 1 nanobar. Similarly, the bolid
the W fragment, which entered 4◦ beyond the limb, could be ob
served directly only if it were produced at least∼260 km above
the 1-bar level, at pressures near 30µbars. It is unlikely that
significant emission could be produced at these low press
These considerations suggest that it would have been virtu
impossible to observe the fragment meteor trails directly for
of the impacts, especially the earlier impacts, which were fur
behind the limb.

However, the above calculations are for the fragment its
which is surrounded by an extensive coma of dust. Although
comae became highly elongated along the Jupiter–SL9 dire
just prior to impact (Weaveret al.1995) the comae could still b
seen extending several thousand kilometers in diameter pe
dicular to the line of travel at visible wavelengths. In additio
for older comets undergoing breakup, e.g., Comet Encke
infrared coma of larger particles far exceeds the extent of
visible coma, as larger particles remain around the nucleus
smaller particles are rapidly carried off into the Solar Syst
so that the small particles only trace the most recent pro
tion (Reachet al. 2000). Since SL9 was also clearly underg
ing breakup, it is likely that a significant fraction of the com
extended beyond the visible extent seen in the HST pictu
Consequently, this large coma could have produced a ra

small meteors much closer to the jovian limb than the fragm
itself. Given the above optical depth calculations, this wou
S ET AL.
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have significantly improved our chance of seeing this me
activity directly from Earth.

This result alone strongly supports the theory put forward
Chapman (1996) that the first precursor is dominated by me
showers generated by coma dust, rather than the bolide prod
by the fragment itself. However, in addition, our spectrosco
evidence of the first precursors for several of the impa
(Meadowset al. 2001, in prep) clearly shows that this ph
nomenon was dominated by continuum emission from a so
that was not subject to the long atmospheric path length imp
by the minimum tangent altitude. Consequently, whatever
producing the emission during the first precursor stage m
have been sufficiently close to the limb that it did not suffe
high degree of atmospheric absorption, further supporting
idea that the first precursor seen by ground-based observer
generated by coma dust falling closer to the limb, and not by
fragment itself.

Coma dust is also the most likely explanation for the “lea
emission” seen prior to and several minutes after impact
the larger fragments. HST images of the Q2 fragment (We
et al. 1995), of estimated size comparable to that of the G
K fragments, shows an elongated trail of dust preceding
trailing the Q2 fragment two days prior to impact that ha
spatial extent of tens of thousands of kilometers. The sho
leading trail and longer following trail imply coma impact tim
of 3 min before fragment impact and up to 16 min after impa
consistent with the observed leader emission, which was
to start 1.5 to 3.5 min before the impacts of fragments G an
and continue for at least 6 min after impact, before the sig
was overwhelmed by the impact ejecta landing on the jov
atmosphere.

As seen in our lightcurves for C, D, G, K, N, R, and W
and noted by other observers (McGregoret al.1996, Nicholson
1996) the main infrared flash started 5 to 7 min after impac
respective of impactor energy (e.g., N was∼3300 times fainter
than K, but had a main event onset time within one min
of K’s). The time to first detection of strong CO emitting
temperatures above 1000 K was also relatively independe
impactor energy, occuring between 11 and 13 min after im
for all impacts for which we had spectral informatio
(C, D, G, K, R, and W). It is likely that these “fixed-time
impactor energy-independent phenomena are dictated b
flight time of the minimum vertical velocity required to produ
the phenomenon that we recognize as the main event (Za
postulates that this is the production of the organic mate
seen as the dark cresent ejecta in HST images; Zahnle 1
Hammelet al. 1995, 1996). Similarly the detection of CO
temperatures above 1000 K occurs at a fixed time after
pact, corresponding to the energy generated by material
the minimum vertical velocity produced after 11–13 minutes
flight time.

However, unlike these two phenomena, the time to peak

ent
ld
from the main event start is found to be a strong function of im-
pactor energy, with times from lowest to highest energy
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impactors (N to K) taking from 2 to 8 min to reach peak flu
after the onset of the main event.

The brightness of the main event is a function of two m
physical factors (as opposed to geometric viewing angle effe
These factors are the temperature that the ejecta is shocked
impact, with hotter material producing correspondingly high
emission rates per amount of material, and the total amoun
ejected material emitting. The peak brightness will corresp
to the combination of the temperature of ejecta and the total b
of ejecta landing.

For example, even though the ballistic model and some
servational data suggest that the temperature of the ejecta s
increases with time as we see material with a higher initial v
tical velocity land after a correspondingly longer flight tim
(Zahnle 1996, Kimet al. 1999), the main event does not in
crease in brightness indefinitely as the temperature of the e
steadily increases, but rather declines in brightness after a
because correspondingly smaller amounts of this high ver
velocity material were produced in the impact. Fragment N,
ing a relatively low-energy impactor, ejects material with a ran
of vertical velocities that is relatively low, and travels a corr
spondingly short distance before impact with the atmosph
This range of velocities, however, has components above
main event threshold energy corresponding to a 6-min fli
time, and we see the main event start, but peak 2 min late
the bulk of the material impacts with the atmosphere after a
atively short flight time. Material does fall after this peak, a
with higher energies and correspondingly higher molecular
citation temperatures, but the total amount of material tha
falling is small, and the main event decreases in brightness
the high-energy K impact however, the range of vertical vel
ities for impact ejecta is large, exceeding that produced in
N impact, so that after the onset of the main event emiss
material continues to fall for many minutes.

It should also be noted that because of the time depend
of the peak of the lightcurve at 2.34µm based on impacto
energy, and the fixed time to first detection of CO emitting
temperatures above 1000 K, the CO became prominentafter
peak brightness for C, D, R, and W, andbeforepeak brightness
for G and K. So although the CO emission was very stro
in the 2.34-µm (CO!) filters used for the majority of lightcurv
measurements, the appearance of the CO emission was not s
responsible for the peak in the 2.34-µm lightcurves.

Another interesting result of this multi-impact comparis
study is the correlation between inferred impactor size, pre
pact, and the energy of the subsequent observed impact. W
the majority of the impactors produced impacts consistent w
their preimpact brightnesses and inferred size, N and V, two
train” fragments traveling away from the main train of the com
produced anomalously low-energy impacts when compare
their on-train counterparts.

For example, D and N were given the same preimpact rela

intensity and size (1.0 relative intensity and 1.0 relative size
both; Weaveret al.1995), and yet the peak flux measured for th
: LIGHTCURVES AND IMAGING 381
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FIG. 10. Plot of peak brightness attained on impact at 2.3µmvsthe preim-
pact relative diameters assigned by Weaveret al. (1995). The circular symbols
denote fragments on the main train. Ringed circles show peak brightnesse
were saturated, and so are likely to be lower than the actual value. The a
isks denote off-train fragment impacts. The dashed line shows a simple c
relationship. (cf. Fig. 6 of Nicholson (1996)).

D impact was some 30 times higher than that observed for th
impact, implying that D was far more massive than N (Fig. 1
Weaveret al.also note that based on HST imaging, the off-tra
fragments generally produced ejecta patterns smaller than
pre-impact brightness would predict. If the relative sizes w
indeed the same, the discrepancy in lightcurve peak bright
implies compositional and/or density differences between th
and N fragments, with N being 30 times less dense than D
which was ascribed a preimpact brightness of 0.95 and a rela
size of 0.97 (Weaveret al.1995), produced an impact lightcurv
that was a some 190 times fainter than D, and 7 times fai
than N, implying an even smaller, or less dense fragment t
the N fragment. However, if the off-train fragments had mo
dust than the on-train fragments, then their observed intens
may have been enhanced, producing an overestimate of
mass relative to the on-train fragments (Weaveret al.1995).

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed data obtained with the Anglo-Austral
Telescope of the C, D, G, K, N, R, V, and W impacts. The
observations spanned a wide range of impactor energies,
brightnesses at 2.34µm ranging from 466 Jy (K) to 0.02 Jy (V)
We observed precursors for all impacts except V and R. Th
impact precursor was detected by other observatories, but
missed at the AAT due to our sparse time sampling.

Precursor phenomena for the extremes of impactor en
did not follow the “classical” first and second precursor patt
of many of the medium-energy impacts observed at other
for
e
servatories. The precursor lightcurve for the high-energy G and
K impacts was characterized by “leader emission,” a gradual
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brightening at wavelengths between 2.1 and 2.4µm, which pre-
ceded and continued through the first and second precur
This phenomenon was possibly caused by the infall of dus
sociated with the larger G and K fragments. The low-energ
fragment impact showed a first precursor, but the anticip
second precursor was not detected. This pattern was also
by theGalileospacecraft, and indicates that a disproportiona
large part of the fragment’s energy was expended in the bo
when compared to other, larger impactors. For the extrem
low-energy V impact we detected only one short-lived fla
which was observed simultaneously at Palomar by Weinbe
and Nicholson (McGregoret al. 1996). This single flash wa
more consistent with a first precursor (meteor) than a main e
(splashback) and may indicate that the V fragment was destr
on entry into the jovian atmosphere, without creating an imp
plume.

For all fragments observed other than V, the main event s
5–6 min after impact, even for the N fragment impact, wh
was 3300 times fainter than the K fragment impact. The t
to first detection of strong CO emitting at temperatures ab
1000 K was also relatively independent of impactor ene
occuring between 11 and 13 minutes after impact for all
pacts for which we had spectral information (C, D, G, K, R, a
W). However, unlike these two phenomena, the time to p
flux from the main event start is found to be a strong function
impactor energy, with lowest to highest energy impactors (N
K) taking from 2 to 8 min to reach peak flux after the onset
the main event.

These observations imply that the onset of the main even
the onset of emission from hot CO are related to a fundame
impact phenomenon, such as threshold vertical velocities,
not to viewing geometry or the energy of the impactor. Howe
the time to peak brightness is more likely to be determined
the vertical velocity of the bulk of the material producing t
emission and so could depend on impactor energy.

“Shoulders,” a flattening of the dropoff in intensity of th
lightcurve after peak flux, were observed in our data for C,
and G. Due to observing anomalies, we missed the shou
for K and N. R and W were observed against or very close
previous impact site, and exhibited only weak shoulder beha

The peak energy detected in the lightcurves relative to
preimpact brightness of the fragments was roughly consis
for the impacts of fragments C, D, G, K, R, and W, the o
exception being that K produced a higher peak energy
the brighter, larger G fragment. However, relative to preimp
brightness, the N and V impacts were anomalously faint, wh
could indicate significant density differences for these off-tr
fragments, relative to fragments in the main train.
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